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from continental points and Great Britain is reached from the
capital by a single paved road. It is a joint civil and military
field with hangars on both sides. The military hangars are
on the far side and flanking the Paris road are the civilian
hangars and administration structures. One of these is a two-
story buffet building which also serves as a waiting-room on
the ground floor for arriving or departing passengers. An-
other building to the right contains the offices of airport of-
ficials. Separating these buildings from the field proper is a
high iron grill fence. Back of this fence towards the road is a
large enclosure with gravel walks, flower beds and a park-
ing space for automobiles. As I drove into this enclosure I
noted that a considerable number of cars already were parked
and among them a limousine belonging to the competing
newspaper which had contracted with Lindbergh in New
York for his exclusive story. This car had its nose pointed
conveniently at the road exit in anticipation of a quick
getaway after Lindbergh landed. The plan was to get Lind-
bergh into the car and race him to Paris where in a hotel
suite he would be immune to journalistic clamor other than
that applied by the party of the first part. This was a bit
ominous and after consultation with a friendly gendarme we
agreed that the best guarantee of a quick exit was not inside
the enclosure at all. Hence, I parked my car about one hun-
dred yards down the road in the direction of Paris. I then
located the two reporters from the New York Herald and
planned with them that they were to get as close to the Spirit
of St. Louis as possible when the landing was made and
register everything that Lindbergh said or did. In the mean-
time I reserved for myself a roving assignment which would
permit a size-up of the general scene and situation or any
unforeseen contingency. I investigated a small storeroom on
the upper floor of the buffet building and found per ar-

